
 

Random walks and uniform spanning trees

Overview 1 Sampling algorithms
Aldous BroderCDiaconis finite
Wilson

2 Define USF uniform spanning forests for a graphs

Focus on Ed When is it a forest
3 Algorithms for a graphs

4 Critical exponents for Ed

Let G ly E be a finite connected graph simple and no self loops
vertices edges

Def A spanning tree of G is a connected subgraph of G which is a
tree i.e contains no cycles and contains all vertices of G

Since Gi is finite there is a finite collection of spanning trees
Call it T Pick Te T uniformly at random We call T a uniform

spanning tree UST

A rooted tree is a tree together with a distinguished vertex that we call
the root

An oriented rooted tree is a rooted tree where every edge has an

orientation with the property that there is exactly one edge emanating

from every vertex except for the root
We can assign orientations to the edges of a rooted tree
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Why study UST
1 randomized algorithm in CS traveling salesman

2 connections to other models in stat mechanics random clustermodel

3 study of scaling limit of VST and LERW led Oded Schramm

to develop SIE

Aldous Broder with ideas fromDiaconis algorithm

Let X be a SRW simple random walk on G started from some vegot.ee
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Run X until its cover time ire the first time that X has visited every
vertex at least once Define Tv _minft 0 Xt v

ABCD Xa e u txo

xEN
we reverse the direction theedge was crossed when visiting Vfx for
the first time
So all edges are directed towards the root x

Not hard to see that ABCD is an oriented spanning treerootedat xo

Indeed every vertex has exactly one edge emanating from it The definition

in terms of Tv forces it to be acyclic



We now define a new Markov chain on the spaceof rooted oriented trees
Let To be a rooted oriented tree rooted at Xo

t
Add the edge XoXs to To

atu c to Inethiesitnowdeffeatestheau Leiedge
Xi r coming out of Xs

easy
f Ts is the new tree which is

r

rooted at X

T
Continue in the same way

Let Q be the transition matrix of this MC
Then QCS 1 Gees Not hard to check that Q is an

differingin 2 edgesasabove
imed MC

Exercise check that if stfu deg then It is an invariant
21Eldistr of Q

Aldous Broder proof that it works

Let Xj x je a be a bi infinite SRW on G i e Xo rust

and given Xo Hj j o and H j j o are indep SRW's on G started

from Xo Define Sj AB Xj XjH Then j is a stationary

sequence of rooted oriented trees because Xj is stationary

It suffices to show that So n f ist oof
Look at the reverse chain i.e let
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So D Q which implies that So is distributed according to the
invar distr of Q which is

1
st

tree and root are indep conditioning the walk to start from a

specific point gives the uniform distr on trees D
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We can define ReffUpv defy gyu put 7
left UN Iff un i

Kirchhoff 1847

Proof feet a walk from u visits v for thefirst time via et
ie ie PEET PC t Lega tstagpumauuot.hu PGH D

property


